
The press and the Nation rise and fall Together 

Compare that what makes a nation and press Rise. 
Independence, 
Self-sufficiency, 
Developed, 
Constitutional, 
Literate, 
Accommodating difference of opinion or compromising, 
Not having absolute freedom,  
Active and energetic, 
Aiming at developing state apparatus, 
Etc. 
 

Compare that what makes a nation and press Fall. 
Just go against what makes them Rise. 
 
DON’T FORGET TO GIVE EXAMPLES FROM VARIOUS NATIONS AND MEDIA. 

The press and the Nation rise and fall Together 
 
Introduction 
Press is the most powerful 
It keeps us in touch with the current world affairs 
It ventilates the grievances of the public 
Educative value of the newspaper 
Freedom of press---crucial for development 
Importance of freedom speech 
Absence of a free press impairs development 
Investigation generalism can also unearth information 
Freedom of press is the symbol of democracy 
Free press caused the world war II 
Source of information 
Brutal action of Nazis portrayed by press 
Famine--revolution occurs if information from the press are received correctly 
Reforms of societies 
Conclusion 
 
Outline by fromQAU: 
 
The press and the Nation rise and fall Together 
Compare that what makes a nation and press Rise. 
Independence, 
Self-sufficiency, 
Developed, 
Constitutional, 
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Literate, 
Accommodating difference of opinion or compromising, 
Not having absolute freedom,  
Active and energetic, 
Aiming at developing state apparatus, 
Etc. 
 
Compare that what makes a nation and press Fall. 
Just go against what makes them Rise. 
 
DON’T FORGET TO GIVE EXAMPLES FROM VARIOUS NATIONS AND MEDIA. 
 
 
In my point of view difference appears at the initial stage while grasping the Topic of essay 
"The press and the Nation rise and fall Together" 
 
What I have understood from Saqib Shah's provided outline: He has considered Press and 
Nation interlinked rather nation dependent on press having positive correlation. At times he 
has tried to prove it in a "cause and effect" analysis: Press being cause and effect of its 
results on nation. If there is any positive development in press that will bring a positive 
development for the nation and vice versa.  
 
 
And from fromQAU's provided outline: I have reached to a conclusion that fromQAU has 
took essay topic in a novel style which most of the candidates don't bother to think of not 
because of its ineffectiveness but mostly because of new scenario. To me, he has 
considered press and nation two entities and has compared in a parallel way. He has not 
considered press as input and nation as output in other words contrary to cause and effect 
approach. In nut shell fromQAU has compared the similarities between press and nation. 
While Saqib Shah has considered both press and nation as complementary to each other. 
Press complements nation. 
 
 
If I were assigned the task to assess both the candidates I must not have assigned zero to 
Saqib Shah if he had succeeded in connecting both the press and nation. Outline doesn't 
disqualify a candidate from passing the paper it is the logical production of relevant material 
within the essay which is decisive. I can't jump to the conclusion only looking at the outline 
because I don't know what the writer is going to produce in discussion on these precise 
outlines, may be my perception and his intention mismatch at any point. Writer might have 
good stuff to write in the essay which is not reflected in the outline. Funny enough 
sometimes outlines/headlines/titles mislead us when these are too much precise: like if I 
have written "Mass Media" in the outline. One can't comment confidently that whether I am 
going to criticize Mass Media or I am going to appreciate it in the body of essay. 
Nonetheless, proper outline gives a good impression and gives you strength and flow to 
write your essay logically and speedily with balanced approach.  
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And for fromQAU: If he had given a cause and effect touch along with his existing outline I 
might have rated him more than the majority. Because of his out of box approach, giving a 
dynamic touch to the topic. 
 
 
I hope I have justified with this discussion. In any way it’s my personal opinion which is 
subject to flawed approach 
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